Food and Drink:
A Great National
Success Story
The Food and Drink
Manufacturers’ Manifesto

UK Food and Drink Manufacturing Heat Map
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We are proud of the economic contribution
we make to local communities across the
UK and to our country’s social and cultural
fabric. The Food and Drink Federation (FDF)
represents an industry which embraces over
7000 businesses of all types and sizes who
invest in the UK’s export and R&D potential.
Food and drink manufacturing attracts vital
international investment, bringing good jobs
and manufacturing capacity to UK shores.
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The UK food and drink industry is the envy
of the world. Our brands and products are
loved by shoppers and consumers and we
are here to serve them. As the UK’s largest
manufacturing sector, worth over £31 billion
to the economy, we employ over 450,000
people with a footprint in every constituency.
Food and drink has a powerful heritage in
our towns and cities, an impact far beyond
London and the South East.
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The food & drink
industry is the biggest
manufacturing sector
in the country...

...larger than
automotive
& aerospace
combined

East England
£2.7bn
34,750

North West
£3.2bn

50,760

West Midlands
£1.6bn
32,495
Wales
£1.6bn

23,305

South West
£1.6bn

30,720

London
£2.3bn
South East
£1.9bn

31,425

26,105

Key
GVA (2017) Heat Map
Below £1bn

£1-1.9bn

GVA (2017)

Employment (2017)

£2-2.9bn

£3-3.9bn
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This manifesto sets out the five key policies we need the next
UK Government to implement to ensure the UK’s food and
drink industry continues to be a national success story.

Our vision

Prioritise the closest possible UK-EU
trade and regulatory relationship.

“If you can’t feed a country, you don’t have a country”

Day in, day out, the UK’s £121 billion food
supply chain works together. We grow,
produce, package, distribute and sell a
fantastic range of safe and high-quality food
and drink, enjoyed at home and around the
globe. The scale and success of our industry
has brought a wider range of food and drink
at every price point, than ever before, to
every corner of the UK.

But the global food system faces
unprecedented pressures. Policy stability is
critical. We must remain competitive – and
improve productivity – to ensure that the
UK’s food system is resilient. Food and drink
must continue to be affordable to consumers
and shoppers, and that as an industry,
we can afford to invest in better jobs and
improved sustainability.

We ask policymakers
and candidates to:
Support UK food and
drink manufacturing, a
national success story
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Tackle obesity and other dietary
concerns through an holistic,
evidence-based partnership which
reflects real lifestyles.

 upport our efforts to make food
S
production and consumption more
environmentally sustainable, and help
tackle climate change.

Work with us to develop home-grown
talent and boost skills to equip the
industry for its future.

Join us by investing in our proposals
to drive export growth and innovation.
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We call on the next UK Government to:

Policies for the
new Government to
deliver a thriving food
and drink industry
Prioritise the closest possible UK-EU
trade and regulatory relationship

There can be no more important priority
in our negotiations with the EU than to
secure the future of the UK’s £121 billion
food and farming industry and safeguard
UK food security and consumer
confidence. Opening up new markets will
boost growth and jobs in food and drink.
The EU market is by far the largest and most
important to UK food and drink manufacturers,
for both imports and exports. In particular,
food and drink ties between Great Britain,
Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland are
extremely tightly woven. Continued seamless
trade is critical. Our access to the trade
agreements negotiated by the EU with third
countries has been crucial to food and drink’s
export success.
A no-deal departure at any point would
be the worst possible outcome. Shoppers
would face random shortages and exporters
would be shut out of key markets. It is
vital that manufacturers do not again find
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themselves facing the precipice of a no-deal
Brexit. Manufacturers have already spent
tens of millions of pounds preparing for a nodeal exit three times in 12 months.
Proximity is key for trade in limited shelf life
products and for just-in-time supply chains.
That is why more than two thirds of UK trade in
food and drink is with the EU27. The continued
ability to trade ingredients and finished goods
without friction and costly regulatory barriers is
vital to our future success.
To avoid disruption, it is essential that there
is regulatory equivalence. This includes
issues such as food safety and labelling, with
the minimum possible problematic future
divergence in those standards. This will
ensure UK food and drink can maintain the
high quality, choice and value. Our shoppers
and consumers demand this, both at home
and in high value markets abroad where our
existing standards underpin our success.

1.
2.

Work with us to create a dedicated future trade policy for food
and drink that underpins the UK’s enviable reputation for food quality
and safety, while delivering increased growth and jobs in every nation
and region of the UK.
Allow a transition period that offers businesses sufficient time to
adapt to the new trading relationship with the EU.

3.

Deliver frictionless trade with the EU27 through close customs
alignment, including no tariffs, quotas or non-tariff barriers, to avoid
product checks and inspections at the border.

4.

Secure dynamic regulatory equivalence with the EU and continued
access to expertise from the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA).

5.

Build an immigration policy that ensures easy access to the workers
we need and one that does not impose burdens of bureaucracy or cost
on manufacturers.

The UK is Ireland’s
largest trading
partner for food
and drink.

37%

of its food & drink
exports go to the
UK (€4.4bn)

The UK food & drink
manufacturing sector
employs more than

106,000
EU workers...
...over

1/4

of our
workforce
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The UK’s food and drink manufacturers
are committed to supporting the
UK Government’s ambition to halve
childhood obesity by 2030 and have
consistently delivered against voluntary
health initiatives.
We have demonstrated our commitment as
a responsible partner, offering clear choices
and information to consumers. We know
more needs to be done to transform the
nation’s diet and lifestyles, which is why
manufacturers continue to take bold steps.
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Explore policies which aim to increase consumption of fibre,
fruit and vegetables and oily fish, learning from initiatives focusing on
positive dietary changes such as Denmark’s approach to wholegrains.

3.

Work in partnership with food and drink manufacturers to reconsider the structure and complexity of the current voluntary
reformulation programmes, and ensure the targets set are deliverable.

4.

Promote an environment in which our industry has the financial
certainty to commit funding to long-term, costly reformulation
programmes by confirming there will be no further additional marketing
restrictions or nutrient taxes.

5.

Invest in funding for smaller businesses based in England to
support reformulation and strengthen the success of the Public Health
England (PHE) reformulation programmes, as demonstrated by the
Scottish Government within the Diet and Healthy Weight Delivery Plan.

From the UK and devolved governments,
we need a proportionate, evidence-based
policy framework. This must avoid costly
new regulatory barriers or restrictions that
threaten both future investments and the
launch of the very products we are being
encouraged to make.
There is no silver bullet to tackle obesity. Work
by manufacturers alone cannot solve this
problem. More is needed to help communities
and families most threatened by obesity and
diet-related disease. Unless a truly holistic
policy is introduced, the Government will not
be successful in its ambition.

FDF members are selling:

4.4 million

97%

90
7,2

We will continue to support government by
investing in product reformulation, healthier
options and by providing smaller portion
size options. But reformulation programmes

2.
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Reformulation, new product development
and portion sizing are the key actions we can
take which will have the greatest impact. FDF
members’ voluntary work is already delivering
substantial changes to UK shopping baskets,
reducing salt, sugars and calories.

must be deliverable, rooted in food science,
and set to a realistic timetable. The ultimate
judge of their success will be our shoppers
and consumers. Government must look
past a fixation on what we can cut from
our diets. Evidence shows that policies
which aim to increase positive elements
in our diets such as fruit, vegetables and
wholegrains are also important.

Implement a broader range of measures which address socioeconomic inequalities in diet and health, including both population
based measures and targeted local measures, such as prioritising the
review of the Healthy Start Scheme and further initiatives which support
families on lower incomes.
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Tackle obesity and other dietary concerns
through an holistic, evidence-based
partnership which reflects real lifestyles
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Policies for the
new Government to
deliver a thriving food
and drink industry

We call on the next UK Government to:

d&

57.3 million

fewer kilograms
of sugars

35.5 million
1
trillion

less kilograms
of total fat

fewer calories

than they were in 2015
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Policies for the
new Government to
deliver a thriving food
and drink industry
Support our efforts to make food production
and consumption more environmentally
sustainable, to help tackle climate change

FDF’s Ambition 2025 sets out our
vision for a thriving, responsible and
sustainable UK food and drink industry.
Building on our first plan launched in
2007, it sets challenging targets on
water usage, packaging, food waste and
logistics and will be refreshed in 2020.
Our food system is set to face unprecedented
pressures over the coming decades as
demand for resources and the effects of
climate change intensify. This will require a
transformation in the way we do business –
from the ingredients used and products made,
to how they are packaged and transported.
To secure the optimum outcomes for our
environment, the correct sequencing of future
government action is crucial.
Reducing food waste and improving resource
efficiency across supply chains, and in the home,
is a good starting point towards building a more
circular economy. Working with governments
across the UK, more needs to be done to reduce
litter and drive up recycling across all packaging
materials, including plastics. But, appropriate
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We call on the next UK Government to:

1.
2.

Explore urgently all regulatory and non-regulatory options to
help ease the crisis of acutely high prices for Packaging Recovery
Notes (PRNs), particularly plastics and aluminium. Industry’s extra
spend must result in environmental gains.
Develop future packaging policy as part of a joined up, holistic
strategy, compatible across the UK/GB, avoiding unintended
consequences and embodying the need for cost efficiency and
effectiveness at all times.

3.

Commit to meaningful engagement with industry on the reform
of the packaging producer responsibility system so it is fair
to business and promotes long term investment and planning, for
example through modulated fees rather than taxes.

packaging can help keep food safe and prevent
food waste, contributing to the wider sustainability
of the entire food system. This should not be
overlooked.

4.

Reverse the disjointed approach to local authority collections
for dry recyclables, both to encourage the necessary future
investment in recycling and to avoid consumer confusion.

The industry has come together to act.
This must be embraced and continued. For
example, to deliver realistic reform of the UK
packaging producer responsibility system and a
complementary, well-designed Deposit Return
Scheme compatible across all parts of Great
Britain. Any funds raised as part of reforms must
be re-invested in our waste infrastructure.

5.

Focus on long-term decarbonisation, especially in heat, supported
by a clear carbon price and continuation of Climate Change Agreements.

The UK Government’s announcement to set the
UK on a course towards a net-zero emissions
of greenhouse gases is a very welcome and
important step towards tackling climate change.
The next step is to bring forward the policies
needed to meet this new challenging target.
These are complex issues which require a crosscutting strategic response. We need vision and
leadership from governments working together
with manufacturers. They must put the UK at
the forefront of international efforts to produce
more, from less, and with less impact.

51%

reduction in
CO2 emissions
since 1990

39%

reduction in water
consumption
since 2008
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Policies for the
new Government to
deliver a thriving food
and drink industry
Work with us to develop home-grown
talent and boost skills to equip the
industry for its future

Food and drink manufacturing is a truly
national employer, providing good,
long-term jobs and careers to rural and
urban communities across the UK. Our
employment levels have grown by eight
per cent over the last ten years.

We expect to grow higher skilled, better
paid employment as the sector adopts more
automation and digitalisation. However, a lack
of management and leadership skills within
the sector remains a barrier to the adoption of
new technologies and best practice.

Attracting new talent and access to skills
remain a huge problem across the sector.
Our research shows that companies expect
this situation to become more difficult. This is
against a backdrop of an ageing workforce
and historically low unemployment rates.
Additionally, we have a shortage of qualified
people coming through the education system
with the skills that our businesses need to
innovate and compete successfully.

The challenges we face will be further
exacerbated if our future immigration system
doesn’t allow businesses to access the workers
they need. Over a quarter of our workforce are
EU nationals, operating at all skills levels. Net
workforce growth in food and drink since 2012
has been driven by EU nationals.

Our Scottish Government-funded skills
initiative ‘A Future in Food’ has been critical
in helping to make Scottish educators,
students, careers influencers and parents
aware of the variety of exciting careers food
and drink has to offer.
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We need access to a secure supply of highly
motivated talent, at all skill levels, The future
immigration system must be user-friendly,
and it should take account of the needs of
diverse labour markets. Skills must be at the
heart of a National Food Strategy to ‘deliver
well-paid jobs’ across the country.

We call on the next UK Government to:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Work with us to promote food and drink as an attractive sector to
new entrants, parents, education providers and investors.
Deliver a more flexible apprenticeship levy and support the creation
of a National Network of Providers leading on Food Engineering and
Technical skills.
Raise awareness of T Levels and the equivalent devolved
qualifications and apprenticeships and support employers to deliver
work placements.
Support key skills development within our industry, in particular
essential leadership, management and exporting skills.
Create a future immigration policy which is attractive to workers
that allows us to recruit the workers we need to develop and grow.

Global
population to

9.3bn

We will need

140,000

reach
by 2050

new recruits by 2024

to feed an expected
population of 70m people
& meet market demands

and food
demand to
increase by

50-70%
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We call on the next UK Government to:

Policies for the
new Government to
deliver a thriving food
and drink industry
Join us by investing in our proposals
to drive export growth and innovation

There is no other sector better able to deliver
truly national growth, we have a footprint
in every constituency. We are ambitious to
transform the industry’s performance in
skills, innovation and exporting.
A new, comprehensive National Food Strategy
for England can help unlock growth and
productivity potential. It can ensure that we
continue to provide consumers with safe,
affordable and sustainable food and drink. FDF
expects this strategy to support and build on
the work in the devolved nations.
The UK is renowned for strength in research
and innovation in the food and drink sector,
being placed second in the world for new
product variants. UK food and drink is
celebrated for its quality, provenance and
heritage, particularly in high value export
markets. Demand for our products has grown
consistently and our exports now total more
than £23 billion each year. But there is much
more to do to help firms who are ambitious for
new markets overseas.
FDF has set out detailed proposals to deliver
1.5 per cent above-trend GVA growth by 2030,
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adding an extra £8 billion to UK GVA. These
proposals formed part of our previous work on
Industrial Strategy, and are supported by the
wider food and drink industry.

1.

Commit to the Food and Drink Sector Council as the lead vehicle
to drive a productive partnership between Government, manufacturers
and the whole food supply chain.

2.

Support our proposals to deliver transformational outcomes in skills,
innovation and export growth.

3.

Co-invest in specialist support to take advantage of export growth
opportunities, supporting a move to a genuinely business-led approach.

4.

Co-invest in a programme to support productivity growth in
SMEs by encouraging increased uptake of automation.

5.

Improve access to public funds for innovation – for example R&D
tax credits and funding through UK Research and Innovation.

Our industry has
a turnover of

These proposals would help boost productivity
growth, exports and higher value employment,
while delivering social and environmental benefits.
They would build on similar commitments to
growth and partnership that currently exist within
the devolved administrations.

£104bn,
accounting for
of total UK
manufacturing

19%

Alongside the work of the Food and Drink Sector
Council and a new, comprehensive National
Food Strategy, co-investment would ensure:
Shoppers and consumers have continued
great choice and quality products.
Manufacturers have the certainty and
confidence to invest for the long-term.
The next generation benefits from better,
higher-skilled jobs in every part of the UK.

In 2018,
food & drink
exports
were worth

£23bn

Now is the time to harness industry and
governments expertise. Together we can take
forward our proposals to build a long-term vision
for food, farming and fisheries which boosts
productivity and unlocks our fantastic potential.
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#supportfoodanddrink
@Foodanddrinkfed
@FDFCorpAffairs
@FDFScotland

Support the UK’s largest
and most vibrant industry:
food and drink

Get in touch!
For any queries, please contact
parliament@fdf.org.uk
www.fdf.org.uk
www.fdfscotland.org.uk

